
Glossary for Deep Sky Objects 

accretion – Gradual accumulation of dust and gas into larger bodies such as stars, planets and moons.  

barred spiral galaxy - A spiral galaxy with a “bar” of stars and interstellar matter, such as dust and gas, 

slicing across its center. The Milky Way is thought to be a barred spiral galaxy. 

black dwarf – The presumed final state of evolution of a low/medium mass star in which no radiation is 

emitted.  There are none of these in the universe yet – it’s not old enough. 

black hole – An invisible region in space, formed from the death of a massive star during a supernova 

explosion,  that has a huge amount of mass compacted into an extremely small volume. A black hole’s 

gravitational influence is so strong that nothing, not even light, can escape its grasp. 

blue giant – Main sequence star that is large and compact; burns fuel quickly at a high temp; live for 

only 10,000-100,000 years.  Very bright, very rare, but they make up many of the stars we see at night.  

Ends life as supernova, then neutron star or black hole, depending on mass. 

brown dwarf – A “failed star”; a giant ball of gas that is too massive to be a planet but not massive 

enough to be a star.  During formation, the protostar didn’t reach the critical mass required to ignite 

nuclear fusion.  It glows briefly, then its energy dies out and emits no light or heat. 

bulge - The spherical structure at the center of a spiral galaxy that is made up primarily of old stars, gas, 
and dust. 

core – Center of a star in which pressure and temp are high enough for fusion to occur. 

dark nebula (or absorption nebula) - Dark cloud of dust which is visible only because it absorbs the light 
of stars behind it. 

elliptical galaxy - A galaxy that appears spherical or football-shaped. Elliptical galaxies are comprised 
mostly of old stars and contain very little dust and “cool” gas that can form stars. 

emission nebula – Glowing clouds of interstellar gas which has been excited by some nearby energy 

source, usually a very hot star. The red light seen is from glowing hydrogen. 

equilibrium – In stars, the stage in which outward gas pressure is balanced with the inward force of 

gravity. 

galaxy - A collection of stars, gas, and dust bound together by gravity. The smallest galaxies may contain 
only a few hundred thousand stars, while the largest galaxies have thousands of billions of stars. The 
Milky Way galaxy contains our solar system. Galaxies are classified or grouped by their shape. Round or 
oval galaxies are elliptical galaxies and those showing a pinwheel structure are spiral galaxies. All others 
are called irregular because they do not resemble elliptical or spiral galaxies. 



irregular Galaxy - A galaxy that appears disorganized and disordered, without a distinct spiral or 
elliptical shape. Irregular galaxies are usually rich in interstellar matter, such as dust and gas. 

Local Group - A small cluster of more than 30 galaxies, including the Andromeda galaxy, the Magellanic 
Clouds, and the Milky Way galaxy. 

main sequence – Stable stars during the bulk of their lives.  Outward gas pressure is in equilibrium with 

the inward force of gravity. 

Milky Way Galaxy - The Milky Way, a spiral galaxy, is the home of Earth. The Milky Way contains more 
than 100 billion stars and has a diameter of 100,000 light-years. 

nebula – Gas and dust around star-forming regions; or debris from a dying or exploding star. 

Nebular Hypothesis – Theory about the formation of the Solar System which states that the SS was 

formed by the gravitational collapse of a massive cloud called the Solar Nebula.  The particles within the 

flattened disk collided against each other with increased frequency and got fused, so as to form 

asteroid-shaped objects known as planetesimals.  These further collided and combined to form the 

planets, moons, meteors, comets and asteroids.  Solar winds were so powerful that they swept away 

most of the lighter elements such as helium and hydrogen from the SS.  But these winds were weaker in 

the outer regions of the SS and thus the outer planets were left with a large amount of hydrogen and 

helium.  This explains the gaseous nature of the outer planets and the contrasting rocky nature of the 

inner four planets. 

neutron star – A very dense, small spinning star that is left when a supergiant star has exploded, 

composed almost entirely of neutrons. 

nuclear fusion – Inside a star, atoms join together to make larger atoms;  the process creates huge 

amounts of heat and light.  This is the source of the sun’s energy, therefore ultimately of almost all 

energy on Earth. 

planetary nebula – Outer layers of gas from a dying star, which are puffed into space.  Its central star is 

(or is in the process of becoming) a white dwarf.  From a distance, the layers of glowing gas around the 

dying star make it look like a planet. 

planetesimals – Bodies formed by accretion, up to a few kilometers across (big enough that gravity is 

significant in increasing the size) 

protostar – A ball of gas and dust that is shrinking due to gravity.  The shrinkage causes density and 

temp to increase, initiating fusion reactions.  When the outward pressure generated by the fusion 

reaction balances the gravitational force, the shrinkage stops, and the gas cloud becomes a star. 

pulsar – A neutron star that sends out beams of radiation which swing around as the star spins. 

red dwarf – Main sequence star that is small and cool; burns fuel very slowly, can live trillions of years.  

Most of the stars in the universe are these – we generally can’t see them. 



red giant – A star near the end of its life – it has exhausted its fuel and the gases expand.  It has a 

relatively low temperature and is many times larger than the Sun. 

reflection nebula – An area of gas and dust that shines by reflecting the light of nearby stars.  Generally 

blue in color. 

shell – Outer layers of a star, made of hydrogen and helium; facilitates the transfer of heat from the core 

to the surface; light and heat energy is released into space from here. 

solar nebula – “Star Nursery”; an enormous cloud of gas and dust many light-years across.  Gravity pulls 

the materials together until, eventually, enough has been collected into a giant ball, that, at the center, 

the temp (from all the gas and dust bumping into each other under the great pressure of the 

surrounding material) reaches 15 million degrees or so.  Fusion begins. 

spiral arms - A pinwheel structure, composed of dust, gas, and young stars, that winds its way out from 
the core of a normal spiral galaxy and from the ends of the bar in a barred spiral galaxy.  

spiral galaxy - A spiral-shaped system of stars, dust, and gas clouds. A typical spiral galaxy has a spherical 
central bulge of older stars surrounded by a flattened galactic disk that contains a spiral pattern of 
young, hot stars. 

solar wind – A stream of high-energy, charged particles (plasma), primarily made of electrons and 

protons, flowing outward from the Sun at high speed (900 km/sec). 

star – A self-luminous sphere of gas. 

supergiant – An old, high-mass star greatly expanded from its original size; larger and brighter than a 

giant star. 

supernova – The explosive death of a massive star whose energy output causes its expanding gases to 

glow brightly for weeks or months.  The star then collapses to form a neutron star, or if the star was very 

large, a black hole. 

supernova remnant nebula – An expanding cloud of radioactive material formed when the outer layers 

of an exploding star (supernova) are blasted away. 

white dwarf – The hot compact remains of a low-mass star like our Sun that has exhausted its sources of 

fuel for fusion and collapsed into a size similar to the Earth, but with a very high density. 

yellow star – Main sequence star that is medium sized and medium temp; burns fuel faster than red 

dwarf, can live billions of years; end life as a white dwarf circled by a planetary nebula, then black dwarf.  

Earth is a yellow star. 

 

 


